
Weight choice:

Each pair of limbs is weighed with the median 
adjustment of the tiller screws. The corresponding 
weight is written on the limbs.

Brace height:

We recommend that you respect the value in a 
+-10mm range. Lower the brace height if you focus 
on speed, or increase it for stability and comfort.

S-Curve models are very fast. Choose a brace 
height at the bottom of the range to achieve even 
more speed.

String:

The chart indicates the number of strands we 
advise, depending on the weight measured at   
your draw length and the string material.

We congratulate you for choosing Uukha 
products, and we hope that you will enjoy using 
them as much as we enjoyed developing them.

Safety:

The bow is a weapon. You should shoot in a 
range and respect all safety precautions.

Top / bottom limb location:

The poundage markings must be situated in 
such a way that while the bow is held in a firing 
position, the writing on the top and bottom 
limbs would be correctly oriented for reading.

Recommended setup: 

AMO draw length = the distance in inches 
between the nock and the pressure button + 
1.75 ''.

String length leading to adviced brace height:

Maintenance:

Uukha products are covered with a polyurethane 
varnish. Simply use water and soap to clean them.

In the event that the varnish is damaged by an 
impact, be aware that the composite structure is 
perfectly waterproof and will not absorb water. To 
preserve the appearance of your product, you can 
touch up the marred area.    

Guarantee:

UUKHA products are guaranteed  against any 
manufacturing defect.

Uukha products are legally guaranteed against 
manufacturing defects. If you discover a defect 
despite our controls, please contact your retailer.

More information on www.uukha.com

Instructions and advices

27'' 66'' 25'' 66''
28'' 68'' 25'' 68''
29'' 70'' 25'' 70''
30'' 72'' 27'' 70''
31'' 74'' 27'' 72''

AMO draw 
length

bow riser limbs

74'' 239 mm 64'' 205 mm
72'' 232 mm 62'' 198 mm
70'' 225 mm 60'' 192 mm
68'' 218 mm 58'' 186 mm
66'' 211 mm 56'' 180 mm

Bow size
Brace 
height

Bow size
Brace 
height

74'' 1785 mm
72'' 1735 mm
70'' 1700 mm
68'' 1650 mm
66'' 1600 mm

Bow size S-Curve

8125

Poundage 20# 25# 30# 35# 40# 45# 50#

12 14 16 18


